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University library that is connected to the Internet is more convenient to search, but the huge amount of data is not convenient for users who lack a precise target. In this study, the traditional association rule algorithm was improved by a Bayesian algorithm, and then simulation experiment was carried out taking borrowing records of 1000 students as examples. In order to verify the effectiveness of the improved algorithm, it was compared with the traditional association rule algorithm and collaborative filtering algorithm. The results showed that the recommendation results of the improved association rule recommendation algorithm were more relevant to students’ majors, and the coincidence degree of different students was low. In the objective evaluation of the performance of the algorithm, the accuracy, recall rate and F value showed that the personalized recommendation performance of the improved association rule algorithm was better and the improved association rule algorithm could recommend users with the book type that they need.

Povzetek: Opisan je asociativni algoritem z dodanim Bayesovim klasifikatorjem za iskanje po univerzitetni knjižnici.

1 Introduction

The arrival of the Internet era has made great changes in our lives, the most intuitive expression of which is that the amount of information that can be obtained far exceeds the era before the emergence of the Internet [1]. Although the Internet with a large amount of information greatly facilitates people’s lives, the huge amount of information also greatly increases the difficulty of people’s retrieval of effective information. The same is true in the university libraries. Generally, the number of books in a university library is very large. In order to meet the needs of university teachers and students, the selection of books is often very rich [2]. According to the method of field search, it takes time and effort to browse the bookshelves one by one. When the Internet is combined with the university library, the book information in the university library is uploaded to the Internet, and the university teachers and students can simply retrieve the desired book information by using the Internet [3]. However, similar to the Internet described before, although the amount of book information in university library cannot be compared with the amount of data in the whole Internet, it is still a huge amount of data for university teachers and students. If there is a clear goal, it can be accurately retrieved, but if there is only a vague demand range, it is difficult to accurately retrieve the required information. Zhang [4] proposed a personalized book recommendation algorithm based on time series collaborative filtering recommendation and found through experiment that the book recommendation algorithm met the professional learning needs of college students. Sohail et al. [5] put forward an opinion mining based recommendation technology which provided college students with promising books in the syllabus and found through experiment that the accuracy of this method improved by 55% and it could be applied to the recommendation of other products. Chahinez et al. [6] proposed a book recommendation method based on complex user query, and the experimental results showed that the combination with retrieval model could significantly improve the standard ranked retrieval metrics. In this study, the traditional association rule algorithm was improved by a Bayesian algorithm, and then simulation experiment was carried out taking borrowing records of 1000 students as examples. In order to verify the effectiveness of the improved algorithm, it was compared with the traditional association rule algorithm and collaborative filtering algorithm.

2 Book recommendation algorithm based on association rules

2.1 Association rule algorithm

Association rule recommendation algorithm [7] is to find the connection between different project elements from a large data set and regard the connection whose degree exceeds the set threshold as a strong association rule to guide the recommendation of books. The key point of the
association rule recommendation algorithm is to find the strong rule in the database. The algorithm is generally divided into two steps: ① search frequent sets in the database; ② search strong rules in the frequent set.

Figure 1: The basic diagram of association rule algorithm flow.

For convenience, as shown in Figure 1, numbers represent users, letters represent the names of books borrowed by users, and the number of records is reduced to 4 users and 4 books. Firstly, a book is taken as the candidate item, and then the support degree of each item in candidate project set 1 is calculated [8] using the following formula:

\[
SUP = \frac{n}{N},
\]

where \(SUP\) is the support degree of item, \(N\) is the total number of records in the database, for example, there are 4 borrowing records of users in Figure 1, and \(n\) is the number of records containing the item. According to the set support degree threshold, frequent set 1 is filtered out, then frequent set items are combined to form a new candidate set, and the new frequent set is filtered out; the above operation is repeated until no candidate set can be obtained.

In addition to calculating the support degree, the confidence degree should also be calculated for searching the strong rule in frequent item set. Taking \(\{B, C\}\) item in frequent item set 2 in Figure 1 as an example, a strong association rule may produce between its non-empty subset and the set of remaining elements, then the possible strong rule is \(\{B\} \Rightarrow \{C\}\) and \(\{C\} \Rightarrow \{B\}\). For association item set \(X \Rightarrow Y\), the calculation formula of confidence degree [9] is:

\[
CON = \frac{|X \cap Y|}{|X|},
\]

where \(CON\) stands for the confidence level of the association term set, \(|X \cap Y|\) stands for the number of records containing two items at the same time, and \(|X|\) is the number of records containing the item. If the confidence level of the association item set exceeds the set threshold, the association item set is considered as a strong rule. The confidence degree of all the items in the frequent item set are calculated as above, and the strong association rule is selected as the reference of book recommendation.

2.2 Improvement of association rule algorithm by Bayesian network

In order to make up for the shortcomings of the association rule algorithm, the association rule algorithm was improved by Bayesian algorithm [10]. The basic steps are as follows. Firstly, a training set is established, and the conditional probability estimation of different characteristic attributes of items to be classified in every classification is counted. Secondly, the probability of belonging to a classification is calculated according to characteristic attributes of the item to be classified [11]:

\[
P(Y_i|X) = \frac{P(X|Y_i)P(Y_i)}{P(X)},
\]

where \(P(Y_i|X)\) stands for the probability of item \(X\) to be classified belonging \(Y_i\), \(X\) represents a set of some borrowed books in the historic record of borrowers, \(Y_i\) indicates the set of some kind of recommended books obtained according to \(X\), i.e., the probability of book \(X\) being classified to book \(Y_i\) or the establishment probability of association item set \(X \Rightarrow Y_i\) after Bayesian calibration, and \(P(X|Y_i)\) stands for the distribution probability of \(X\) in \(Y_i\), whose value is obtained by estimating the conditional probability of \(X\) by the training set.

Thirdly, the probability of \(X\) belonging to \(Y_i\) is calculated using equation (3), and the set with the largest probability is the most possible association item set.

The association rule set which is calculated by the association rule algorithm is optimized by Bayesian algorithm, and the book recommendation result is obtained according to its probability. The basic flow is shown in Figure 2.

Firstly, the data of book borrowing records in the library are input, and then the association rule set is summarized using the association rule algorithm described above from the borrowing records.

② After obtaining the association rule set, in order to obtain the personalized book recommendation, the association rule set is pruned based on the historical data of the borrower [12]: the items in the association rule set are compared with the items in the historical data, and the record is deleted if the difference is smaller than the set threshold value. The calculation formula of the threshold value is:

\[
N = \frac{\text{count}(S_i)}{\text{count}(H_{user})},
\]

where \(N\) is the set threshold and \(\text{count}(S_i)\) and \(\text{count}(H_{user})\) are the number of items in the frequent item set and the number of borrowing records.

③ Through practical investigation, the interest tendency of borrowers to different books in the borrowing records are confirmed, so as to build the borrowing record database [13] which reflects the interest of readers i.e., the training set of Bayesian algorithm. After the training of
Bayesian algorithm, the association rule set is calibrated after personalized pruning. Finally, the book is recommended according to the probability obtained after the calibration of Bayesian algorithm.

3 Simulation experiment

3.1 Experimental environment

In this study, the above recommended algorithm was simulated using MATLAB software [14]. The experiment was carried out in a laboratory server. The configuration of the server was Windows 7 operating system, 16 G memory and Core i7 processor.

3.2 Experimental setup

First of all, the experimental data used for the simulation experiment came from the book borrowing management system of a university library. Taking 1000 students as subjects, the borrowing records of them from freshmen year to senior year were collected, and then the preliminary processing was carried out, including deleting the records with less than 7 books borrowed (it will reduce the amount of samples, leading to a large contingency in the association rule summarized by the algorithm, deleting the useless fields in the records, such as name and gender of borrowers, book author, etc., deleting the invalid data records. There were 26525 borrowing records after final processing, and some records after pretreatment are shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Library card No.</th>
<th>Borrowing grade</th>
<th>Major disciplines</th>
<th>Book type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A12045</td>
<td>Freshman</td>
<td>Law</td>
<td>D90; D92; D923; D924; ......</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B21541</td>
<td>Sophomore</td>
<td>Economics</td>
<td>F03; F05; G114; G411; ......</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B22548</td>
<td>Junior</td>
<td>Mathematics</td>
<td>O1; O4; P3; Q2; ......</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A12365</td>
<td>Senior</td>
<td>Medicine</td>
<td>R4; R75; Q3; ......</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>......</td>
<td>......</td>
<td>......</td>
<td>......</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Some book borrowing records after pretreatment.

Some of the borrowing records after pre-processing are shown in Table 1. Only the library card number which represents the identity of the borrower, the borrowing grade which represents the borrowing time, the major of the borrower and the type of books borrowed by the borrower were left in the borrowing records. Taking the record in the first row of Table 1 as an example, a student whose library card number was A12045 and who was major in law borrowed “D90; D92; D923; D924” books, and most of the books was about law.

In the process of iterative induction of frequent itemsets, the support and confidence degrees of the traditional and improved association rule recommendation algorithms were set as 0.1 and 0.5 respectively, and the final number of recommended books was set as 5; the data set which was used for training Bayesian algorithm the in improved association rule algorithm was the borrowing record which was constructed after investigation and could reflect the interest of readers.

3.3 Evaluating indicator

In this study, the recommendation effect of the recommendation algorithm was evaluated by the accuracy, recall and F value, and their formulas are:

\[
P = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{M} L_i}{M \cdot N},
\]

\[
R = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{M} L_i}{\sum_{i=1}^{M} M \cdot P_i},
\]

\[
F = \frac{2PR}{P+R},
\]

where \( L_i \) is the number of recommended books in line with readers’ interests, \( M \) is the number of readers, \( N \) is the total number of recommended books, and \( P_i \) is the number of books that the reader is interested in.

3.4 Experimental results

The borrowing records obtained after pre-processing were calculated using three algorithms, and finally the book recommendation results of different people were obtained. Limited by the length, this paper only shows some recommendation results, as shown in Table 2. It was seen from Table 2 that the recommendation results of the three algorithms were different for the same person. According to the book classification number, it was found that the books recommended by the collaborative filtering recommendation algorithm were mostly irrelevant, although there were books related to the major; only one or two books recommended by the traditional association rule algorithm were irrelevant; the books recommended by the improved association rule algorithm were basically relevant to the major. The vertical comparison of the recommendation results of different people under the same algorithm showed that the result types under the collaborative filtering algorithm were messy and nearly involved all the majors; the results under the traditional association rule algorithm had overlapping, i.e., high similarity; the results under the improved association rule algorithm involved different types, but different from the collaborative filtering algorithm, they were relevant to the major of the borrower.

The recommendation results of the three recommended algorithms were counted and checked with the corresponding borrower to see if the book was what he was interested in or needed. The final results of the performance of the algorithms are shown in Figure 3. The accuracy of the collaborative filtering algorithm was 67.3%, the recall rate was 72.1%, and the F value was 69.6%; the accuracy of the traditional association rule algorithm was 89.6%, the recall rate was 89.1%, and the F value was 89.3%; the accuracy of the improved association rule algorithm was 98.2%, the recall was 98.3%, and the F value was 98.2%. It was seen from Figure 3 that the improved association rule algorithm had the highest accuracy rate and recall rate, followed by the
traditional association rule algorithm and the collaborative filtering algorithm, indicating that the improved association rule algorithm could provide users with more accurate recommended books; the improved association rule algorithm also had the largest F value, followed by the traditional association rule algorithm and collaborative filtering algorithm. F value is the combination of accuracy and recall rate, which can reflect the personalized recommendation level of the algorithm to different users. The traditional association rule algorithm started from the connection between different book items and used the connection to speculate users’ needs. Although personalized pruning was applied, the traditional association rule algorithm was also based on the whole borrowing record, and the strong rule still reflected the overall trend; the improved association rule algorithm used the trained Bayesian algorithm for calibration and optimization to further reflect the demand tendency of different people, therefore the accuracy, recall rate and F value of its personalized recommendation results were larger.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Librarian card No.</th>
<th>Recommend results of collaborative filtering</th>
<th>Results of traditional association rule</th>
<th>Results of improved association rule</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A120 45</td>
<td>D92;D923;D924;O1;I253.1</td>
<td>D92;D923;D924;O1;I253.1</td>
<td>D92;D923;D924;O1;I253.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B215 41</td>
<td>F05;G114;F05;G23;F12;G14;G111;F12</td>
<td>F05;G114;F05;G23;F12;G14;G111;F12</td>
<td>F05;G114;F05;G23;F12;G14;G111;F12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B225 48</td>
<td>O1;O4;P3;F12;G14;G111;F12;G14;G111;F12</td>
<td>O1;O4;P3;F12;G14;G111;F12;G14;G111;F12</td>
<td>O1;O4;P3;F12;G14;G111;F12;G14;G111;F12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A123 65</td>
<td>G20;F12;D923;D92;G14;G111;F12;G14;G111;F12</td>
<td>R4;R75;D92;D923;G14;G111;F12;G14;G111;F12</td>
<td>R4;R75;Q3;R8;Q5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Some recommendation results of three algorithms.

Figure 3: The performance of three recommended algorithms.

4 Conclusion

This paper introduced a recommendation algorithm which mined association rules in borrowing records and improved it with a Bayesian algorithm. Then, borrowing records of 1000 students in the library management system of a university were simulated using MATLAB software. The results are as follows. (1) For the same person, the recommendation results of three algorithms were different: there were many kinds of recommendation results under the collaborative filtering algorithm, only one or two of which were related to the major; there were many kinds of recommendation results under the traditional association rule algorithm, but most of them were related to the major; the recommendation results under the improved association rule algorithm were basically related to the major. (2) Under the same algorithm, the recommendation results for different people were also different: under the collaborative filtering algorithm, the types of recommendation books for different people were diverse; under the traditional association rule algorithm, the types of recommendation books for different people overlapped to a certain extent; under the improved association rule algorithm, the recommendation books for different people were related to their respective majors, with a low degree of overlap. (3) The results of the objective evaluation showed that the improved association rule algorithm had the largest accuracy, recall rate and F value, followed by the traditional association rule algorithm.
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